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Features

Ethereal creatures stalk the fringes of humanity’s settlements while chieftains lead
their clans to battle across the wilds and into the Otherworld. We are Heroes of Tara! Celtic
legends meet 5e in this all-new expansion where players can enjoy the mystery, romance,
and tragedy of the world of Ériu.
New Classes, Tribes, and Backgrounds enable players to make their own mythic
heroes. Be blessed by sacred oaths or cursed if you break them. Court the power of the
gods with a new flexible and dynamic spellcasting system. Ride over your foes in thundering chariots with a mounted combat system. The Player’s Guide provides these tools and
many more, enabling players to adventure through the epic tales of ancient Ireland.
The vibrant and outrageous world of Irish mythology has much to offer, with tender
-hearted beauty and nerve-shaking passion. In the Heroes of Tara Player’s Guide, we offer
an immersive way to experience this world. Our book was written as a tribute, not only to
the ancient storytellers who inspired it, but also to present-day storytellers who carry on the
legacy.
Contact Info

 3 New Classes, Each With 3 Impactful Subclasses
 Fènnid: Wayfarers and Trackers, Skilled in the Ways of the Wild
 Filí: Seers and Stewards of Knowledge, Granted Visions By The Gods
 Warrior of the Red Branch: Swift-Handed Champions, Seeking Glory
 Race System replaced by 3 Tribes
 The Mysterious Aes Sidhe
 The Stoic Fir Bolg
 The Passionate Gael
 9 New Backgrounds
 New Feats
 New Skills: Brehon Law, Bardic Verse, Chariot Driving, and Druid Lore
 Chariot Combat and Mechanics

Website: https://
www.heroesoftara.com/
Business Inquiries:
heroesoftara@gmail.com
Facebook: https://
www.facebook.com/
HeroesOfTara
Twitter: https://
twitter.com/HeroesofTara
Discord: https://
discord.gg/Wp78d8xcwQ
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Game Design by Jacob Duerksen
Woodblock Prints and Pencil Sketches by Ken Duerksen
Illustrations by Elwira Pawlikowska and Vincent Pompetti

Edited and Proofread by Sara Jenkins and Kate Nascimento
Promotions Management by Daniel Nimitz
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FAQ
Where can I play Heroes of Tara? Is it out?
Heroes of Tara is not yet out, but you can get your hands on a demo and join our playtesting group on Discord!
Where will it be sold after kickstarter?
Both printed and PDF versions of Heroes of Tara will be available on DriveThruRPG.com.
Will there be other backer rewards when Heroes of Tara launches?
Yes, we will have many backer levels offering rewards. Those will be announced in the future. Right now, we only have
rewards for PDFs and printed books. We will also be selling block prints depicting Celtic lore, and those prices will also
be announced once our kickstarter launches.

Download Google Drive of All Promotional Images and Game Demo Here!

